
 

Corsaro Progress July to august 2017 

 

Been a very busy few weeks just recently with Corsaro. Some big decisions been made after our last 

trip when we measured up for her new planking which we decided following the advice from plenty 

of experts to go with iroco  as the closest match to African mahogany.  However when we were on 

board we were doing a few checks and the Corsaro was continuing to deterate and so we decided to 

try again to get her pulled out of the water and decided on Southdown marina in Millbrook. 

Arranged for Corsaro to be towed from saltash to Millbrook but that’s where things get interesting. 

On the morning of the tow the first attempt the company tried dropping her mooring lines but 

because they were about 10 sets of ropes on her which by the time the tow person went to drop 

them they didn’t do it in time before the tide turned.  

Later on that day had to speak to the yard owner 

as the tow person said the condition of Corsaro 

was a wreak but had a long conversation with the 

yard owner and were given the green light for 

Corsaro to go there. Next morning we drove down 

to watch Corsaro to come out of the water.  

The following morning we arrived just after 8am 

and Corsaro had only just arrived to Millbrook and 

was been aligned into the crane and getting 

winched up into the crane slings and slowly was 

lifted out of the water revealing her sheer size and the amount of growth which was below the 

water line. She was sitting in a 25 ton crane which was quite an impressive piece of equipment and 

then was driven up the slipway and lowered her bow onto a railway sleeper.  

Once she was safely in place the yard labourer 

started the long 

process of 

scrapping the paint 

off her hull and the 

amount of crabs 

that was jumping 

off was crazy. But 

while jack was 

scrapping away 

Corsaro was getting the interest off quite a few people in the yard and 

various people coming up and asking various questions who built her 

how old she was and how long we have had her and our plans for her. 

Same time I also met a guy called tony who was having a good chat 

with then showed me his beautiful vessel called maria which has a lot 

of history as it participated in the Dunkirk evacuations during the war. 

Was shown round the vessel and wow a lot of hard work ahead just 

like we have with Corsaro but they have made loads of progress so far 

but more to come on that one shortly.  

Figure 1 Corsaro positioned in place in the 25 ton lift 

Figure 3 Corsaro Hull with mussels and crabs 

Figure 2 Corsaro Bow 



 

Once Corsaro was scraped she was 

moved to the front end of the yard 

with a bit of a scare moment as she 

was swinging inside the crane and 

nearly her bow hit a Suzuki vitara jeep 

as it was in the path were the crane 

needed to swing round but luckily the 

operator was very skilled in keeping t 

controlled and carried on moving 

through the yard. Once she was at her 

area where she was going to go she 

was lowered down and chocked up in place where she will be for the 

next few years while we fully repair the girl and bring her back up to 

ship shape. Once she was chocked had a look round and her hull looks 

in reasonable condition in places and a took some more pictured then 

set back off for home a 5hr journey ahead as was back at work the 

next day but would be back on Saturday to be with her for 2 weeks to 

get loads of work done.  

Once we arrived back to Corsaro on Saturday she did loo a poor site 

but we started with the job ahead set up a pulley system on deck so 

we can drop items we want to save for her best we can. We then 

started empting the forward bunk room out and started to dismantle 

the room and was very well built and got the first bunk on out of the 

room but the walls were covered in a material which is used for notice 

boards and soaks up water started pulling these off the walls and 

revealed the mould behind as the walls were not able to breath at all.  

So we carried on stripping the room out and removing all the cladding 

once everything was removed we then set up the power wash and 

wetted all the walls down and then fitted an attachment were I put 

chemicals in and covered the walls like its snowed in side. Once it was 

foamed up we let  it soak In then with sponges we rub the cleaning chemicals in and then washed it 

back down and we did this about five times to 

ensure every inch of black mould was 

removed.  

As we carried on with the strip out e started 

stripping the kitchen area out of Corsaro and 

lowing behold the walls in this room was lined 

in the same material which the forward cabin 

was lined with. As we dismantled the area we 

found a few bits that was surprising including 

some of Corsaro medals from 1990s when she 

participated in the Mersey side river festival. We also found the sea cocks in the kitchen and we 

touched it and it fell off. Completely rusted to hell so that was very lucky to be honest. As we carried 

on removing the kitchen found someone had retiled Corsaro in the past and rather than remove the 

old tiles they tiled the new ones on top of the old tiles. Once all removed we cleared all the tiles and 

rubbish that had fallen into the bilge and cleaned the bilge out between the cabin and kitchen area. 

Figure 5 Corsaro propped up on land 

Figure 4 Corsaro forward area 
with black mould 

Figure 6  Corsaro Forward room washed down 



 

The following day we started the strip down 

in the bathroom area of Corsaro removing 

the tiles again from the wall and the horrible 

white cladding that was rotten and same 

time found the damage to the bulkhead wall 

that separates the toilet room from the main 

living area was completely rotten as you 

were able to put your hand through the wall 

with little force. So we removed the rotten 

cladding and looks like she is leaking 

freshwater through her deck and super 

structure seal which we know needs to be replaced completely.  

Removed all the furnishings out of the room except the toilet as we need to make note of everything 

ready for it to be refurbishment to the pipe work and the system. All water pipes disconnected looks 

like washing machine pipe had been used so someone had changed her water pipe as you had the 

wrong colours on the various different pipe work.  

Once the toilet room was fully cleaned out we cleaned the bilge out 

and checked the beam inside which are all good considering. We 

then removed everything out onto deck and started lowing it to the 

ground and neatly storing the items we want to keep and keep aside 

we also loaded all the rotten wood onto a pallet ready for the yard 

manager to have a bomb fire.  

The next job was start removing the million layers of paint from her 

sides and we decided to do a side each. Myself was scrapping the 

right hand side and my partner was scraping the left side we started 

the process by heating the paint up with a blow torch and then 

scraping it away and once a section was scrapped we then sanded it 

down with a belt sander with 120 grit  belts so we do not scar the 

wood. Once smooth at the end of the day for the section we had 

been working on we washed the dust off with sea water. We carried 

on doing this for about a week and once removed the paint we then 

sealed up the wood with grey Primer which she will sit in until she is 

ready to be launched when she will be painted in her proper colour. 

As were scrapping were finding damage lower down than expected 

including a soft spot which revealed a hole the size of a tennis ball 

below the water line.  

We found various damage along but nothing past mid-section all the damage seems to be on the 

stern and the top 2 rows off planking. Including a cracked plank below the water line. We checked 

the ribs for softness and found six ribs to replace in the stern section. We also found the rudder 

bearings need to be replaced as there in very poor condition with a lot of play in the rudder 

bearings.  

We also found a crack o a lower plank that shows signs that’s she’s rammed into a dock with quite 

some force at some point in her life. We also checked around her water outlets and inlets on the 

condition of the wood and they are nice and solid which is good news.  

Figure 7 Corsaro below the waterline with paint stripped and 
sealed up 

Figure 8 Corsaro stern section 
replaced 



 

Once her sides were fully scrapped on 

her upper level we started emptying 

the bilge out at the stern end of 

Corsaro were we had heard back in 

her days with her last owner was were 

the cats uses to do their business. 

Started sucking the water out and the 

smell was worse than a public sewer. 

Not the best smell and the lumps that 

were in the water not too nice either 

but it’s a job that needs to be done. She is moving on with her progress and rather than going 

backwards like we were on the Tamr River we now making progress with her renovations and 

repairs.  

The next jobs to be completed 

The next jobs planned is to continue removing the layers of paint that’s below the water line and 

sand these areas down and prime them. We are also planning on having the engine removed and 

gearbox removed out so they can be completely overhauled. We are also planning on building a 

massive tent over Corsaro so we can start the progress of dismantling her deck and supper structure 

off so we can remove all the rot and repair and rebuild these areas.  

We also need to remove her water tanks and fuel tanks on our next visit to Corsaro we got loads to 

do but progress is happing with her which is excellent ability.  

New images found off her doghouse 

The one item we could not believe when we got told 

was the previous owner removed the original 

doghouse as he believed it did not suite her yet it 

was a part of her structure. But with a bit of 

searching we have found the images from when she 

had a doghouse and during the time when the 

previous owner destroyed the original dog house. 

Our plan is to remake the doghouse almost how it 

was and put it back once her supper structure is 

rebuilt.  

 

Pretty sad 

images really 

of the 

damage that 

was done to 

Corsaro. But 

the plan is to 

put a new 

one back.  

Figure 9 Corsaro Doghouse still in place 
Figure 10 Corsaro Doghouse damaged 


